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How to make such information  
       usable by robots?  
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           Paradigm shift in cognitive robotics 

Foundational nature of RoboExNovo 

      The Web will become for robots  
what libraries have been in human history!  



RoboExNovo: first results 
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! …the brain is distributed?  

            



From Internet of Things to AI of Things? 



      What will be the impact on the Earth of these machines  
     in terms of energy consumption and waste management?  

From Internet of Things to AI of Things? 



      Biology, Sustainable Design and Architecture, Green Economy…  

A New Perspective calls for New Synergies  



The time is now!  

!  Commercial robot assistants @home: 2-3Y  

!  Commercial soft anthropomorphic robots:3-5Y    

! Soft sustainable robotics enters the
 market: 10Y 

            



A plea for an EU Strategy  

 Europe is a world leader in embodied AI –this
 should be considered in the future upcoming
 long term strategic initiatives! 



Thanks for your attention 
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